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Singapore Tour Package - 5 Popular Attractions of
a Singapore Holiday

Singapore can be dubbed as anything from a 'cosmopolitan country' to a 'country of
landmarks' to a 'shopper's paradise' to a 'popular business centre'. The real beauty of a
Singapore holiday lies in its diverse elements. From the quiet gardens to the screaming
shopping malls to the amiable hotel staff, everything about the country is simply magical and
mesmerizing.

Here are some of the popular tourist attractions you should visit under a Singapore tour
package:

I. Singapore Zoo: If you have to take your kids to one place in the world, then it has got to be
the Singapore Zoo. Unlike any other zoo which chiefly presents before you a wide variety of
animals, this zoo also entertains and thrills you with Night Safari and a special kid's corner
known as Rainforest Kidzworld. Your eyes can feast on some never-seen-before animals
while your kids can enjoy rides and water play themed after rainforests and wildlife. The
experience in itself will be more than just an experience!

II. Botanical Gardens: The best thing to do after you wake up in the morning will be to hop
onto the Botanical Gardens, famed for its scenic wonders, a plethora of rare species of plants
and a captivating Swan Lake. Your Singapore holiday will be incomplete without paying one
visit to this one-of-a-kind place!

III. Singapore Flyer: Singapore Flyer is your license to kissing the sky. This is a giant wheel
(over 165 m) and offers you a breath-robbing view of the city. The area is crammed with food
joints and markets and is one of the must-visit places for people of any age group.

IV. singapore itinerary : You can spend your entire day at the Singapore Science Centre and
still not get bored. With over 800 wondrous rides depicting the magic of science, how can this
place not enthrall you!

V. Little India: While Orchard Street is the ultimate czar of shopping destinations, Little India
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has a cosmopolitan touch with shops run by Indians and dedicated to Indian tourists. Plus, the
prices are rock-bottom and this is one place where you can do plenty of shopping at a shoe-
string budget.

Under a Singapore tour package, you can visit plenty of other places including Marina Bay
Sands, National Museum of Singapore, Jurong Bird Park, Universal Studios, Sentosa Island
and Boat Quay & Clarke Quay. No other place in the world can match the wonders of this
marvelous country.

The country of Thailand lies in the neighborhood and is the best substitute for Singapore.
Thailand packages bring you several great tourist spots including Pattaya and Bangkok.
Bangkok, the capital city, is a must-visit locale and known for its temples, theatrical shows,
theme shows, markets and food.

Some of the popular Bangkok temples include names like the Temple of Emerald Buddha, The
Grand Palace, Wat Po, Trimir Wat and Wat Benjabophit. Other interesting things that you can
do under Thailand packages include:


